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What do we know about cosmic rays ?What do we know about cosmic rays ?

They consist mostly of atomic nuclei, 
like those found in the sun

They cover a wide spectrum of 
energies; the highest energies 
are 100000000 times higher 
than those of the largest man-
made accelerator

They cover the whole sky 
more or less uniformly ... they 
come from everywhere



Giant Black
Holes at the 
Cores of Galaxies

Exploding stars: Supernovae

Why do we care ?Why do we care ?
The sources of cosmic rays
must be some of the most 
interesting and most violent 
objects in the Universe
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Magnetic fields bent particle tracks !Magnetic fields bent particle tracks !

Magnet coils of
deflection unit

Electron 
gun

Electron
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Think! Think! 
What objects could be cosmic accelerators ?What objects could be cosmic accelerators ?
Are there other ways to find them ?Are there other ways to find them ?
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Supernova 1006Supernova 1006 T. Tezel

50 light years
0.5o diameter

from Meigetsuki



Galactic accelerators: Supernovae ?Galactic accelerators: Supernovae ?
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but is this really true

can we observe it ?



πo γγ
π± µ± ν

particle + interstellar gas
π + other particles

Galactic accelerators: Supernovae ?Galactic accelerators: Supernovae ?

Image the source using neutral particles
Astronomy with gammas and neutrinos



The spectrum of electromagnetic radiation:The spectrum of electromagnetic radiation:
from radio waves to gamma raysfrom radio waves to gamma rays

Visible light encompasses
one octave in wavelengthlong               short

wavelengths

… but the spectrum of electromagnetic radiation 
from space extends over more than 70 octaves …

... which means that Nature is playing a 15 m long piano …



Infrared imagesInfrared images



Radio wavesRadio waves
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Radio Infrared Visible Light X-rays Gamma rays
(eV)
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Radio Infrared Visible Light X-rays Gamma rays
(10-2 eV)



Radio Infrared Visible Light X-rays Gamma rays
(103 eV)



Radio Infrared Visible Light X-rays Gamma rays
(109 eV)



Gamma
(TeV = 1012 eV)

TeV Gamma rays 
from the Crab Nebula
Whipple Cherenkov Telescope
1989
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CherenkovCherenkov lightlight
is the equivalent of the sonic boomis the equivalent of the sonic boom



Systems ofSystems of
CherenkovCherenkov
telescopestelescopes



M

Air showers look Air showers look 
a bit like meteorsa bit like meteors

(from Sky & Telescope)



The HEGRA The HEGRA TeleskopesTeleskopes on La Palmaon La Palma
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The HEGRA CamerasThe HEGRA Cameras



Key feature of camera: speed !Key feature of camera: speed !
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Very high energy gamma rays from Supernovae ?Very high energy gamma rays from Supernovae ?
The HEGRA Galactic plane surveyThe HEGRA Galactic plane survey

the Sun

old Supernovae
in survey range

60 Supernovae investigated
No gamma signal found
Sensitivity should have 
been (just) sufficient



The CANGAROO telescopesThe CANGAROO telescopes
(Japan & Australia)(Japan & Australia)

For a long time,For a long time,
the most powerfulthe most powerful
instrument watchinginstrument watching
southern skiessouthern skies



Supernova 1006Supernova 1006

X-ray image
(ROSAT)

VHE gamma-ray image
(CANGAROO 1997)



SN 1006: SN 1006: 
InterpretationInterpretation

Energy-
flux

CANGAROO
(gamma rays)

Chandra
(X-rays)

Energy [eV]       
Rosat (X-rays) ASCA 

(hard X-rays)



SN 1006: SN 1006: 
InterpretationInterpretation

Energy [eV]       

Energy-
flux

Gamma rays from 
cosmic-ray collisions



SN 1006: SN 1006: 
InterpretationInterpretation

Energy-
flux

This supernova is clearly a cosmic accelerator!
But it seems to accelerate electrons (rather than nuclei) !
Have we found the wrong accelerator ???

Energy [eV]       

Synchrotron radiation
by electrons

Scattering of light
off electrons



Energie der Photonen [eV]

Synchrotron radiation
by electrons

Scattering of light
off electrons

Energy-
flux

StrongStrong
magneticmagnetic
fieldfield

Gammas from
cosmic rays



1999: Supernova Cassiopeia A detected with 1999: Supernova Cassiopeia A detected with 
HEGRA (232 h exposure)HEGRA (232 h exposure)

Type II SN
(Animation: G. Pühlhofer)

Again, a double-humped 
spectrum ... 
Equal amounts of energy in 
X-rays and high energy 
gamma rays ...
but ... this object should 
have a very high magnetic 
field!



RX J1713.7RX J1713.7--3946     3946     
CANGAROO 2000/02CANGAROO 2000/02
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No question, No question, 
Supernovae are cosmic accelerators !Supernovae are cosmic accelerators !

Compare in detail the 
distribution of X-rays 
and gamma rays

Understand the 
magnetic fields

Find more objects

Built better instrumentsBuilt better instruments

But are they THE sources of cosmic rays ?But are they THE sources of cosmic rays ?



CANGAROO IIICANGAROO III



The H.E.S.S. ProjectThe H.E.S.S. Project
HHigh EEnergy SStereoscopic SSystem







ProgressProgress

First detection of Crab Nebula 
Whipple 1989: 50 h Observation time

HEGRA 1997:
15 min

The new instruments:
30 sec









International Cosmic Ray ConferenceInternational Cosmic Ray Conference



1604: 1604: Kepler’sKepler’s SupernovaSupernova

Sonjo Sillok
(“Royal Korean 
Journal”)



1572: 1572: Tycho’sTycho’s supernovasupernova



Air showersAir showers
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Cosmic RaysCosmic Rays

Kinetic energy of 1 gram
of these particles 
provides world energy 
supply for 1000 years ! 

Energy scales

Flux scales

One particle per 
m2 and second 

One particle per 
km2 and year

Most powerful 
man-made 
accelerator

One particle per 
m2 and year Composition: 

mostly atomic 
nuclei
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